Please join us for an inclusive conversation:

“How Spanish is Mississippi?: Mississippi and the Spanish Borderland”

Charles Weeks, PhD
Former History Instructor
St. Andrew’s Episcopal School

A teacher, Charles Weeks holds degrees from Dartmouth College, the University of Michigan, and Indiana University. He is the author of two books: The Juarez Myth in Mexico (University of Alabama Press, 1987) and Paths to a Middle Ground: The Diplomacy of Natchez, Boukfoca, Nogales, and San Fernando de las Barrancas, 1791-1795 (University of Alabama Press, 2005). He is co-author with Christian Pinnen of a third: Colonial Mississippi, A Borrowed Land (University Press of Mississippi for the Mississippi Historical Society and the Mississippi Department of Archives and History, 2021). He helped develop and teach a curriculum of humane letters or humanities in St. Andrew’s Episcopal School in Jackson/Ridgeland Mississippi.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 2021
12:00 pm – 1:00 pm | Virtual Presentation
Go to umc.edu/odi/ODI-Inititatives/Inclusive-Conversations.html to register for a link to the presentation.

inclUsive conversations-

A series of exchanges and dialogue among members of the UMMC community on stimulating topics in pursuit of sharing and understanding experiences, emotions, and different perspectives. This forum is held monthly and sponsored by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion.

www.umc.edu/odi